MIicro-Macro Universe Hypothesis

Ok since I am not a physicist or a mathematician by trade and can barely understand the Pythagorean Theorem joke grossly mishandled by the scarecrow in the Wizard of Oz. I wanted to give a philosophical hypothesis on the practical applications of the missing link between the Micro and Macro Universe and what physicist should consider as they ponder this inconclusive complexity.

My Hypothesis is that the Macro Universe we currently reside in is really in a Quantum containment field that has been compromised by observation much the same way we compromise the containment field of a Quantum environment when we observe it.

The basis for my Hypothesis comes from the observation of 2 photons entangled that can have instantaneous interaction with one another regardless of the distance that separates the 2 particles of matter.  From my observations of the entangled matter it seems a possible explanation for the instantaneous interaction between the particles of matter stems from their linkage to one another through a 5 dimensional process theorized by super string theory.

I can only account for a 5th dimension in superstring theory which suggests that all higher dimensions beyond the 4 dimensions that are extremely microscopic is actually the holding force that keeps our 3 dimensions and time dimension held in place.  The problem physicist have understanding is that they believe a big bang occurred some 13.7 billion years ago, but I think a rapid expansion occurred from a point of Singularity that is still contained in a quantum micro field that our macro universe is housed in.  The entangled matter from the protons I mentioned above may be the clue why instantaneous interaction maybe possible for them in the 5th dimension that is signature connection within the containment field of our point of origin, the singularity our universe.  

I believe our point of singularity is still intact from the rapid expansion of our universe where the 4 dimensions were created from.  What I believe caused the quantum field to collapse from our universe from the point of singularity is when it was disturbed the same way we disturb a quantum field from our observations of it.

Because our Quantum field has collapsed in our macro universe the vibrational strings of energy that is not assigned a particular grid suddenly transforms into particles of matter that we can relate to in our observable universe.  This process can explain how Vibrational frequencies can transform to particles of matter in perfect symmetry with the micro universe the quantum field consists of.

This is the partial summation of my hypothesis if there are any thoughts or concerns feel free to contact me via email or in this discussion panel thanks for your consideration.

